Mount Simon Park covers 49 acres and is located on Dell's Pond. This park is not just a disc golf course; there are beautiful trails snaking through the forest and along the bluffs. This is the perfect place for an evening stroll or to take the dog for a walk. One of the highest points in Eau Claire is tucked away amongst the trails (giant yellow dot on map). For more advanced hikers the yellow trail offers an exciting journey. Come to Mount Simon Park for a relaxing afternoon.

For this project we used GPS equipment to map the various trails at Mount Simon Park. After collecting our data, we made several maps depicting our results. The map to the left shows the trails and other interesting features found at Mount Simon. These features were placed on top of an aerial photograph of the region. The above map shows the same data, but in a 3-dimensional format. This allows viewers to see an exaggerated topography of the park. The map below shows the range of the PDOP's (Positional Dilution of Precision - basically the strength of the GPS signal); the lower the better. As the map shows, along the shoreline, where the trail is in the shadow of a cliff, the PDOP's were relatively high. They were also high in areas of heavy forest.